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The study of sociology has expanded enormously in recent years and the
quantity of literature often poses problems for students and researchers. This
guide lists printed bibliographical sources currently available at McGill which
will facilitate research in sociology. Although the significant reference works
for a number of specialized areas in sociology have been outlined, this is a
selective listing. Students are advised to refer to the following guides on re-
lated topics: Mass Media; Women's Studies; Urban Affairs; Psychology. (Copies
are available at the Reference desk). In particular, it is worthwhile to note
that POVERTY and TRANSPORTATIoN are two topics covered in the Urban Affairs guide.

Government reports, studies and statistical compilations are essential
to almost any sociological inquiry and a vast number of these publications arc
readily available at McGill. The Government Documents Department on the second
floor of McLennan,Library is a depository for all Canadian federal publications
and for those of the United Nations, UNESCO and some other U.N. agencies. In
addition, it contains a useful selection of Canadian provincial and municipal
publications as well as large quantities of United States, United Kingdom,
Common Market and Indian government publications. It is important, however, to
remember that the holdings of this collection are recorded only in the Depart-
ment's own catalogue and are not listed by-author or subject in the McGill
Union Catalogue or subject catalogues on the main floor. There is a specialized
staff in the Department to help you use the various indexes and bibliographies
which access these materials.

The collection in the Social Work Library is also a valuable supple-
mentary resource for researchers in sociology since the two fields overlap to a
considerable extent. The literature in the Social Work Library tends to be
somewhat more applied than theoretical in nature, and there is considerable
emphasis on the local scene especially insofar as pamphlet and other vertical
file material are concerned.

Similarly the Law Library is useful for forensic sociology and speci-
fically for materials on criminology. The Medical Library collects materials
on the socialization of medicine and is helpful for the clinical side of such
issues as old age, drug abuse, abortion, etc.

Please note that bibliographical references are not only to be found
in the works listed in the sections labelled BIBLIOGRAPHIES. Many of the guides,
dictionaries and encyclopedias are especially valuable for the bibliographical
references they include.

All locations for titles mentioned in this bibliography have not been
indicated. For additional locations please check the McGill Union Catalogue
under the entry used in this bibliography. If you have any difficulty using
this guide or the sources listed in it please do not hesitate to ask a reference
librarian for assistance.

4 This bibliography was prepared by Joni Waiser, Reference Librarian, McLennan
Library.
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I. GUIDES

HM68 Bart, Pauline and Linda Frankel. The Student Sociologist's Handbook.
.B37 Cambridge, Mass., Schenkman, c1971, 1972.
Ref.
UL Basic guide with emphasis on preparing the sociology research paper..

Introduces students to the mechanics of library research and provides
an overview of essential journals, abstracting services, bibliogra-
phical sources, handbooks, encyclopedias, directories and statistical
sources.

Z883 British Columbia. University. Library. Guide to Reference Materials
.1372 in Sociology in the Library of the University of British
No.40 Columbia. Compiled by Wendy R. Chambers and Lillian McIntyre.
Ref. Vancouver, B.C., 1972.

Designed to be "simple to use but detailed enough to facilitate
research at a graduate level." (Introd.) Part 1 lists materials
on sociology in general under form headings, e.g. guides, encyclope-
dias and dictionaries, biography, etc. Entries in part II are
arranged according to specific subject divisions of sociology, e.g.
group interactions, social control, demography, etc. Author and
title indexes at the back.

RA418 Freeman, Howard E. and Sol Levine and Leo Reeder. Handbook of
.F7 Medical Sociology. 2d ed. Englewood Cliffs, Prentice-Hall,
1972 1972.
McL.

Unlike the traditional handbook designed principally for consultation
purposes, this comprises 22 essay-type chapters prepared by special-
ists in the field. Arranged in four parts: (1) the sociology of
illness; (2) practitioners, patients, and medical settings;
(3) sociology of medical care; and (4) strategy, method, and status
of medical sociology. Each chapter ends with an extensive list of
references. In addition the entire last chapter is a bibliography
of 60 pages. Name and subject indexes.

Z7161 White, Carl Milton. Sources of Information in the Social Sciences;
.W49 A Guide to the Literature. 2d ed. Chicago, American Library
1973 Association, 1973.
Ref.
Mgmt. Excellent guide to the literature of the social sciences. Sociology
UL is treated in a separate chapter consisting of a signed bibliogra-

phic essay explaining the history and methodology of the discipline
and an annotated list of reference sources and basic texts. Latest
citation included is 1972. Detailed author/title subject index.

II. DICTIONARIES

HM17 Fairchild, Henry Pratt. Dictionary of Sociology. New York, Philoso-
.F3 phical Library, 1944.
Ref.
UL Approximately 500 signed items prepared by 93 specialists. Entries

vary from brief definitions to lengthier comments. Does not include
biographies or bibliographies. The 1961 edition in the UL is a
reprint of the 1944 edition.

1141 Gould, Julius and William L. Kolb. A Dictionary of the Social
.G6 Sciences. London, Tavistock Publications, 1964.
1964
Ref. An interdisciplinary dictionary produced by 270 U.S. and U.K. social

scientists under the auspices of UNESCO. Contains signed definitions
in essay format for about 1000 selected terms in anthropology, socio-
logy, economics, political science, and social psychology. Most
entries are divided into sections: (A) supplies the meaning while
(B-D) gives the historical background and more detailed discussion
of the subject. Text contains numerous bibliographic citations.
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17 Hoult, Thomas Ford. Dictionary of Modern Sociology. Totowa, N.J.,
5x Littlefield, Adams, 1969.

Provides current concept usages rather than formalized definitions.
The terms are arranged alphabetically, and most are followed by quo-
tations to illustrate their meaning. Also included is a classified
list of cqncepts grouped under broad specialty headings. Concludes
with a list of works and authors cited in the dictionary.

HM17 Mitchell, Geoffrey Duncan. A Dictionary of Sociology. Chicago,
.M56 Aldine, 1968.
1968b
Rof. Intended primarily for the beginning student, Mitchell's work in-
UL eludes some 300 terms each of which is followed by historical re-

ference to its uses and citations to works which put the term in
context. Contains several biographical sketches of deceased
sociologists. Longer articles are initialed and the contributors
are listed at the front. Considered a work of quality in the field.

HM17 Theodorson, George A. and Achilles G. Theodorson, comps. A Modern
.T5 Dictionary of Sociology. New York, Crowell, 1969.
Ref.
UL Includes brief definitionF. from the fields of cultural anthropology,
Soc. Wk. psychology, statistics, economics, political science and philosophy
Grad. N. that the student is likely to encounter in the study of sociology.

Lacks the depth of Gould and Mitchell but is advantageous for its
comprehensiveness. Helpful for beginners in the field of sociology.

AM17
.W514
1970
Ref.

Willems, Emilio. Dictionnaire de sociologie. 2. ed. augum. Paris,
M. Riviere, 1970.

This revised translation of the 1950 Portuguese publication Dicionario
de sociologia combines in one alphabet definitions of sociological
terms and brief biographical sketches of social scientistS. ' Approx-
imately half the entries are biographical. Sketches give profession,
dates, present position or major contribution and select bibliogra-
phy. Includes people not in Internationales Soziologien Lexikon
(see section IV).

III. ENCYCLOPEDIAS

HM17 Bernsdorf, Wilhelm. WOrterbuch der Soziologie. 2. Autg. Hrsg. von
.B44 Wilhelm Bernsdorf et al und unter Mitarbeit von Horst Knospe.
1969 Stuttgart, F. Enke, 1969.
Ref.

H41
.E6
1937
Ref.
Mgmt.
Soc. wk.

An encyclopedic dictionary of ca. 500 sociological terms signed by
165 contributors from 20 countries. Treats major topics at length,
providing cross-references from minor ones. German,headings are
used although English equivalents are sometimes given e.g. Humano-
kologie (Human Ecology). Text is in German but the bibliographies
appended to the articles include English works. Consequently, this
is also useful to non-German speaking researchers in sociology.
No index.

Encyclopaedia of the Social Sciences. New York, Macmillan, 1937.
15v

The first comprehensive encyclopedia of the social sciences. Aimed
to cover all important topics in the fields of sociology, inthropo-
logy, political science, etc. International in scope, but shows
some western slant. .Articles are signed by specialists, and biblio-
graphies are supplied. Approximately 50% of the entries are biogra-
phical. Index in volume 15 is especially useful for its classifica-
tion of articles including the biographies. List of contributors at
the end of volume 15.
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H40 International Encyclopedia of the Social Sciences. New York,
.A2I5 Macmillan, 1968. 17v.
Ref.
UL A completely new work, planned to complement not supplement its
Educ. predecessor listed above. Stresses the analytical and comparative
Mgmt. aspects of a topic rather than the historical and descriptive
Soc. Wk. material. Far fewer biographical sketches than in the original

set; no living person is included who was born after 1890. Biblio-
graphies are provided. Index volume contains alphabetical and
classified lists of articles and a directory of contributors.

JA63
.582
Ref.

Staatslexikon. Recht, Wirtschaft, Gesellschaft. Hrsq. .'on der

Geirres-Gesellschaft. 6., vollig neu bearb. und erweiterte
Aufl. Freiberg, Herder 1957-63. 8v.

A standard German encyclopedia of the social sciences written from
the Roman Catholic viewpoint. Long, signed articles by specialists.
Bibliugraphies including works in various languages are appended to
the articles. Contains biographies.

IV. DIRECTORIES AND BIOGRAPHICAL SOURCES

Q141 American Men and Women of Science: A Biographical Directory.
.A47 Section 2: Social and Behavioral Sciences. 12th ed. New York,

1972 J. Cattell, 1972-
Sect. 2
Ref. Biographical sketches of prominent figures in the social and be-
UL havioralsciences, including sociologists. States biographee's field

of specialization, education, positions held, memberships, major
publications, honours and distinguished services. Both volumes
include a list of abbreviations at the front and a separate ne-
croloqyand geographic index at the back. Volume one also contains
addenda.

HM9
.A725
Latest
in Ref.

American Sociological Association. Directory. 1950- New York.

Lib. has: 1970, 1973/74

A listing of the members of the Association giving for each entry:
membership classification, birth date, sex, employment, education,
area of sociological competence and home address. Contains geogra-
phical listing of members (including foreign countries) and a listing
by area of competence.

HM9 Canadian Sociology and Anthropology Association. Annuaire des
.C25A53 socioloaues et anthropologues au Canada et leur recherche
1973 courante/A Directory of Sociologists and Anthropologists in
Ref. Canada and Their Current Research. 3d ed. Montreal, The

Association, 1973.

HM47
.C2G8x
Ref.

Alphabetical list of individuals stating name, employment status,
address, area of specialization, highest degree and principal
research project. Information is numerically coded to preserve
space. French or English is used according to the language of the
individual. 3 appendices: (1) classified list by specialty; (2)
geographical listing including foreign countries; and (3) a copy
of the questionnaire from which the data was compiled.

Guide to Departments of Sociology and Anthropology in Canadian
Universities. 1973-74- Montreal.

Lib. has: 1973/74

"In addition to Departments of Sociology and Anthiopology, this
annual includes information from faculties of criminology, educa-
tion and medicine; schools of business administration, nursing and
social work; and museums, offering degrees or courses in Sociology
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or Anthropology, or employing Sociologists and Anthropologists."
(Introd) . Known cases of universities no longer offering sociology
courses are stated e.g. Université de Quebec a Rimouski. Index of
faculty members and of museum staff at the back.

HM9 Internationales Soziologen Lexikon. Unter Mitarbeit zahlreichen
.I5x Fachleute des In-und Auslandes hrsg. von Wilhelm Bernsdorf,
Ref. in Ve-oindung mit Horst Knospe. Redaktion fur USA: Joseph

Maier. Stuttgart, F. Enke, 1959.

A biographical dictionary in German including more than 1000 signed
entries. Entries consist of a brief biographical sketch, an analysis
of the person's work, and a bibliography of the principal works by
and about the person. International in scope but emphasis is on
German sociologists. No index. Supplemented by biographical entries
in Emilio Willems' Dictionnaire de sociologie (see section II).

V. STATISTICS

Of great importance to thoee in sociology are sources of statistics,
some of which are locateu in the Reference Department, many more of
which are in the Government Documents Department on the second
floor of McLennan Library. 3*atistical materials may also be
located through the use of the subject catalogues by looking under
the subdivision STATISTICS following the name of the country or
region on which statistical information is desired. Many other
headings also cover sources that are primarily statistical. Among
them are main headings such as STATISTICS, INCOME, POPULATION,
LABOR SUPPLY and subdivisions (following names of countries, regions
or subjects) such as POPULATION, COMMERCE and YEARBOOKS. A useful
selective list of statistical sources is provided in Urban Affairs
A Student's Guide to Reference Sources. (Copies available at the Ref.
Desk). Remember that all statistiEninformation in books becomes
dated soon after publication. For current data, government bulletins
and other periodical literature need to be consulted.

HN15 Taylor, Charles Lewis and Michael C. Hudson. World Handbook of
.T37 Political and Social Indicators. 2d ed. New Haven and London,
1972 Yale University Press, 1972.

Comprehensive tabular information on 75 political and social varia-
bles for 133 nations. Arranged under 7 sections: (1) Introduction;
(2) Political Structure and Performance; (3) Political Protest and
Executive Change; (4) Social Pattern; (5) National Resources and
Development; (6) External Relations; and (7) A Note on Analysis.
Includes index.

Z7551 Statistics Sources: A Subject Guide Lo Data on Industrial, Business,
.S84 . Social, Educational, Financial, and Other topics for the drict-lid
1974 States and Internationally. 4th ed. Detroit, Gale Research Co.,
Ref. 1974.

Basically an analytic index to the U.N. Statistical Yearbook
(HA 12.5 .U63 Gov't. Docs.) and to Statistical Abstract of the U.S.
(HA 202 .5x Ref. ), this work provides easy access to statistical
data arranged alphabetically by subject. Emphasis is on the U.S.
but foreign countries are covered. "Primary statistics sourccs"
are identified beneath the name of the country. Includes a selective
but useful bibliography of key statistical sources.

7
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VI. BOOK REVIEWS

General book review sources are outlined in Book Reviews: A Guide to
Locating Reviews in the Social Sciences and Humanities. (Copies
available at the Reference desk). Numerous sociological journals
index book reviews. For a useful list of such journals consult
British Columbia University Library's Guide to Reference Materials
in Sociology in the Library.of the University of British Columbia,
pp. 30-33. (See Section I). The following works either index or
include book reviews pertaining specifically to sociology.

Z2225 German Studies: Modern Law and Society; A Review of German-Lanyuage
.G472x Research Contributions on Law, Political Science, and Sociology
Ref. With Bibliographies. v. 1, 1968- "ErSingen, Germany.

Lib. has: v. 1, 1968-

Section 2 contains book reviews and bibliographies of German
language sociology and political science works. English title
proceeds the original German title and text is in English.

Z7161 International Bibliography of Sociology. v. 1, 1952- London.
.1594
Ref. Lib. has: v. 1, 1952-
Index
Stands See section X.

AI3 Social Sciences Index. v. 1, 1974- Bronx, N.Y.
.S62x
Ref. Lib. has: v. 1, 1974-
Index
Stands see section IX.

HM1 Sociology; Reviews of New Books. v. 1, 1973- Washington, D.C.
.S74
Ref. Lib. has: v. 1, no. 3, Jan. 1974-

A much needed work although seemingly restricted to U.S. English
language materials. Arrangement is by broad subject area, e.g.
Applied Sociology, Mass Communications, Feminism, etc. Reviewer's
name and institutional address follow each review. Monthly author
index and cumulative annual author index (appearing in the first
issue of the following year) identify the reviewer for each book.
No subject index.

VII. THESES AND DISSERTATIONS

For basic guide to locating dissertations see A Guide to Theses
Locations and Verification Tools Available in McGill Libraries With
Special Emphasis on Social Sciences and Humanities. (Copies avairr
able at Lhe Reference desk).

HM1
.A7
McL.

"Dissertations and Theses in Sociology," American Journal of Sociology
v. 22, 1916/17 - v. 71, 1965/66. Chicago.

Lib. has: v. 22, 1916/17 v. 71, 1965/66.

Annual list of American and Canadian Ph.D. and M.A. degrees conferred
and doctoral dissertations in progress usually appearsin the July
issue of American journal of Sociology. Volumes 68-71, 1961-1966
list only doctoral degrees and dissertations in progress. Format
and title,vary.



Z7164
.S68L9
Ref.
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Lunday, G. Albert. Sociology Dissertations in American Universities,
1893-1966. Commerce, Texas, East Texas State University, 1969.

Lists all doctoral dissertations accepted by departments of Sociology
in American universities to 1966 under 26 broad subject areas. Year
of acceptance and university are given. f Includes an author index.

Z5053 Reynolds, Michael M. A Guide to Theses and Dissertations: An
.R49 International Bibliography of Bibliographies. Detroit, Gale
Ref. Research Co., 1975.

Q180
.G7S4
Latest
in Ref.

Arranged primarily by subject, treating sociology in a unique
section. Covers bibliographies of theses produced through 1973.
Includes 3 separate indexes for institutions, names and titles,
and subjects.

Scientific Research in British Universities and Colleges. Volume 3.
Social Sciences. 1966/67- . London.

Lib. has: 1962/63- (incomplete)

Lists ongoing research in British univcrsitics, polytechnics,
colleges, government departments and non-academic institutions.
Divided into broad subject fields,including sociology, with insti-
tutions arranged alphabetically in each field. Subject headings
and institutions are also numbered to facilitate browsing. Ph.D.
projects in progress are indicated by an asterisk. Name and subject
indexes at the back are number coded with the subject heading number
preceding the institution number.

VIII. BIBLIOGRAPHIES: GENERAL SOCIAL SCIENCES

Z7161 The American Behavioral Scientist. The ABS Guide to Recent Publica-
.A4 tions in the Social and Behavioral Sciences. New York, The
Ref. American Behavioral Scientist. 1965.

Z7161
.A42
Ref.

Recent Publications in the Social and Behavioral Sciences: the ABS
Guide Supplement. 1966- New York.

Lib. has: 1966-

Cumulation of annotated references from the bibliography "New
Studies" in the journal The American Behavioral Scientist covering
1957 to the end of 1964. Includes books, articles, government
publications and some pamphlets. Arranged alphabetically by author
with title and subject index. Good coverage for sociology.
Updated by the annual supplement.

Z7163 Bibliographie der Sozialwissenschaften; internationale Dokumentation
.K85 der Buch- und Zeitschriftenliteratur des Gesamtgebiets der
Ref. Sozialwissenschaften 1, 1905 - 59, 1967 Jahrg., Gottingen,

W. Germany.

Z7163
.K85
Ref.

Lib. has: 1, 1905 - 59, 1967 (incomplete)

Continued by:

Bibliographie der Wirtschaftswissenschaften. 60, 1968- Gottingen,
W. Germany.

Lib. has: v. 60, 1968-

Covers books and periodical articles in the social sciences.
Classified arrangement with author and subject indexes which cumulate
annually. International in scope; entries are given in the language
of publication. No annotations. Format and title vary over the
years.
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Z7161 A London Bibliography of the Social Sciences. London, 1931-32-
.L84
Ref. Most extensive bibliography for the social sciences and invaluable

for sociology. Original 4 volumes and first supplement record the
holdings of 9 libraries and special collections in London. From
volume 6, 1937 covers only the holdings of the British Library of
Political and Economic Science and the Edward Fry Library. Inter-
national in scope including books, journal articles, conference
papers, documents, and pamphlets in several languages. Materials
are listed under the heading Sociology and its country/topic sub-
divisions. A list of additional relevant topics to check (e.g.
Community life, Occupational mobility, Social ethics, etc.) is
provided in the final volume of each supplement in the section
Sociology, Anthropology and Ethnology. As of May 1976, latest
supplement covers 1972-73.

Z7163 Public Affairs Information Service. Bulletin: A Selective Subject
.P9 List of the Latest Books, Pamphlets, Government Publications,
Ref. Reports of Public and Private Agencies, and Periodical Articles,
Index Relating to Economic and Social Conditions, Public Administra-
Stands tion and International Relations, Published in English Through-

out the World. v. 1, 1915- New York.
-

Lib. has: v. 1. 1915-

Z7164
.E2P8
Ref.
Index
Stands

Usually cited as P.A.I.S. Weekly with 5 cumulations per year, the
5th being the annual volume, which cortain a directory of publishers
and organizations and a list of publications analyzed. Very useful
for English language sociology materials. Some relevent subject
headings are: Community Development, Poverty, Social Status, Socially
Handicapped, Society and the Individual, Transportation, and Socio-
logy, Military.

Public Affairs Information Service. Foreign Language Index.
v. 1, 1968- New York

Lib. has: v. 1, 1968-

Valuable counterpart to P.A.I.S. for foreign language sociology
materials. Volume 1 (1968-1971) indexes periodical articles only,
in French, German, Italian, Portuguese and Spanish. Beginning with
volume 2, 1972 covers books, periodical indeXes, pamphlett, govern-
ment publications, and reports of public and private agencies.
Useful addresses in its Key to Periodical References and Directory
of Publishers and Organizations. Unlike PAIS this contains an
author index at the back and is published quarterly with an annual
volume.

Z7161 Social Sciences Citation Index; An International Multidisciplinary
.S65 Index to the Literature of the Social, Behavioral and Related
Ref. Sciences. 1973- Philadelphia.
Index
Stands Lib. has: 1973 (incomplete); 1974-

Computer-produced index to what has been published in the social
sciences and where and by whom these works have been cited.
Comprehensive indexing for over 1000 international journals and
selective coverage for 2200 additional journals and important
monographs. Contents: Pt. I. Citation Index (including a list of
the periodicals indexed) ; Pt. II. Source Index, Corporate Address
Index, and Permuterm Subject Index which pairs every significant
word in an article's title with every other significant word in that
title. Titles of foreign language sources items are translated into
English. Extremely valuable for sociology research. Introductory
text should be consulted for instructions on use and search strategy.
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AI3 Social Sciences Index. v. 1, 1974- New York.
.S62x
Ref. Lib. has: v. 1, 1974-
Index
Stands Continues:

AI3 Social Sciences and Humanities Index. v. 19, 1965 - 27, 1974.
.R49
Ref. Lib. has: v. 19, 1965 27, 1974
Index
Stands

Continues:

AI3 International Index to Periodicals. v. 1, 1907/1915 - v. lb, 1964.
.R49 New York.
Ref.
Index Lib. has: v. 1, 1907/1915 - v. 18, 1964
Stands

Author/subject index to periodical articles in the fields of an-
thropology, area studies, economics, environmental science,
geography, law and criminology, medical sciences, political science,
psychology, public administration, sociology and related subjects.
1975 volume indexes 262 international periodicals. Since 1974,
book reviews indexed by author only are in a sepa'...ate section at the
back.

IX. BIBLIOGRAPHIES: SOCIOLOGY

Z5051
.B8521x
Ref.

Z5051
.B8019x
Ref.

Z5051
.B8x
Ref.

7.7161
.C8
Ref.

Bulletin signaletigue 521: sociologie-ethnologie. v. 18, 1964-
Paris. [Title and call number varyj

Lib. has: v. 18, 1964 - v. 21, 1967; v. 24, 1970-

Continues in part:

Bulletin analyticpe: Philosophie. v. 1, 1947 - v. 17, 1963.
Paris. [Title varies]

Lib. has: v. 1, 1947 - v. 17, 1963

A major international abstracting journal covering several thousand
periodicals. Format and title vary - sociology was originally part
of the philosophy section of the Bulletin. All abstracts are in
French. A French translation of EFIEFEle generally follows the
original. The 1975 volume contains 24 subdivisions for sociology.
Includes author and "concept" (i.e. subject) indexes. Difficult to
use because of its complicated organization but valuable for its
extensive coverage of world literature.

Current Sociology/La sociologie contemporaine. v. 1, 1952-
The Hague

Lib. has: v. 1, 1952 - v. 9, 1961; v. 12, 1964-

An international bibliography of sociology. Each issue comprises
a trend report, supporting bibliography and author index (e.g.
v. 16, no. 1, 1968: La sociologie du loisir; Trend report, pp. 4-
68; bibliography on the sociology of leisure, pp. 69 - 122; author
index, pp. 123-127). Text of the report is in English or French,
with a summary in the other language. Back cover of most issues
.list all the trend reports published. Bibliographies are among the
most definitive in the field.

11
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1973

Z7161
.1594
Ref.
Index
Stands
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Harvard University. Library. Sociology. Cambridge, Mass., Harvard
UniversIty Libxdry; distr. Harvard Uriversity Press, 1973.
(Widener Library Shelf list, no. 45).

As the inventory of the 49,000 sociology titles in Widener Library,
this functions extremely well as a general bibliography of the
subject. Includes materials in over 28 languages covering socio-
logical history and theory, social groups and institutions, social
problems and reform and social psychology. Comprises 4 parts
(1) classification schedule outlining part 2; (2) classified listing
by call number (i.e. as the books as arranged on the shelves);
(3) chronological listing by date of publication, and (4) author/
title listing. Most useful due to its varied approach.

International Bibliography of Sociology. Bibliographie internationale
de sociologie. v. 1, 1952- London.

Lib. has: v. 1, 1952-

An extensive classified listing of books, pamphlets, periodical
articles and government publications without limitation as to
country of origin or language. From 3000 to 5000 unannotated entries
per year, with author and French and English subject indexes.
Provides English translation for titles in languages other than
English or French. Book reviews are noted in the index under the
author of the book reviewed and are indicated in the bibliography
by the initials "C.R." Time lag before publication is about 2-3
years.

HM1 Sociological Abstracts. v. 1, 1953- San Diego, Calif.
.S67
Ref. Lib. has: v. 1, 1953-
Index
Stands A major source in the fielj updating International Bibliography of

Sociology. The 1973 vo? includes about 8000 signed abstracts of
books and periodical arti=les from a wide range of journals in
various languages. Titles in foreign languages are translated into
English. Classified arrangement under 59 major subject areas. Issues
have author, subject and periodical indexes which cumulate annually.
Useful ten year cumulative index covers 1952 - 1962. Conference
papers are abstracted in supplements having their own author and
subject indexes. From 1973, supplement indexes are not included in
the annual cumulative index.

Z5811 Sociology of Education Abstracts. v. 1, 1965- Liverpool.
.S63x
Educ. Lib. has: v. 1, 1965- (incomplete)

Arranged alphabetically by author. .Each issue has two indexes:
Education Study Areas Index and Sociological Study Area Index.
Since volume 3, the scope of this service includes abstracts of
books and chapters as well as periodical articles.

HD1401
.W6
Ref.

World Agricultural Economics and Rural Sociology Abstracts. v. 1,
1959- Amsterdam.

Lib. has: v. 8. 1966-

Abstracts British and foreign language serials as well as disser-
tations. English translations are provided for titles in foreign
languages. Classified arrangement including a section for rural
sociology. Issues have author and subject indexes. Cumulative
annual author, subject geographical index.

12
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X. BIBLIOGRAPHIES: SPECIAL SUBJECTS

A. Social Structure

Z7164 Bahr, Howard M. Disaffiliated Man; Essays and Bibliography on Skid
.566B35 Row, Vagrancy, and Outsiders. Toronto, University of Toronto
Ref. Press, 1970.
UL
Soc. Wk. A classified, annotated bibliography on homelessness, chronic
Rel. Stud. inebriety, and related forms of disaffiliation. Greater coverage

of American works with scmie British and Canadian title.s. Author
and subject indexes, as well as introductory essayn on various
_topics.

Z7164 Environics Research Group. The Seventh Age: a Bibliography of
.04E5x Canadian Sources in Gerontology and Geriatrics, 1964-1972.
Ref. Ottawa, Environics Research Group, 1972.
Med.
Soc. Wk. All 1217 sources are Canadian either in authorship or content.

Classified into two general sections: gerontology, i.e. literature
"treating the aging social individual in relation to his environ-
ment" (introd.) , and geriatrics, i.e. sources "accenting the aging
physical organism in relation to biological processes" (introd.).
Subdivisions cover 23 specific areas of interest. Cross-references
and notes preceding and concluding each category are provided as
well as an author-subject-agency index at the back. Partially
annotated.

Z7164
.S64G55
Ref.

Glenn, Norval D. and Jon P. Alston and David Weiner. Social Strati-
fication: A Research Bibliography. Berkeley, Calif.,
Glendessary Press, 1970.

Well organized classified list of selected English language books
and periodical articles published mainly between 1940-1968.
"Bibliographies" section cites additional bibliographies pertaining
to stratification. No annotations. Author index.

Z7165 Shelah, Elana, and Hana Harlap and Shifra Weiss, eds. The Social
.I7S46 Structure of Israel: A Bibliography. Jerusalem, Hebrew
Ref. University of Jerusalem, 1971.

Classified bibliography of Israelisociety covering books, periodical
articles, monographs and government and research reports published
between 1948 and 1968. Materials are arranged alphabetically by
author under 12 broad categories, e.g. Social Stratification, Social
Values, Culture, and Non-Jewish Groups in Israel. Does not include
foreign relations of Israel. No indexes. Two bibliographies
pertaining specifically to the kibbutz are Albert I. Rabin's
Kibbutz Studies (Z7165 .I7R33 Ref.) and Shimon Shur's Kibbutz
Bibliography (Z7165 .I7S48 1972 Ref.).

B. Social Change

Z7164 Brode, John. The Process of Modernization; An Annotated Bibliography
.U5B7 On the Sociocultural Aspects of Development. Cambridge, Mass.,
Ref. , Harvard University Press, 1969.
UL

Excellent international bibliography citing over 12,000 books,
periodical articles and reports. Arranged under 4 major categories:
(1) General works, (2) Industrialization, (3) Urbanization, and
(4) Rural modernization. Partially annotated. Author and area
indexes.

13



Z1601 Chilcote, Ronald H. Revolution and Structural Change in Latin
.C496 America; A Bibliography On Ideology, Development, and the
Ref. Radical Left (1930-1965) . Stanford, Calif., Hoover Ir,titu-

tion on War, Revolution and Peace, Stanford University, 1970.

Z7164
.U5F73
Ref.
UL

Z7164
.U5G43
Ref.
UL

2v.

Valuable bibliography of books, pamphlets, articles and periodicals
including English, Spanish, Portuguese, French, Russian and German
language works. Arrangement is by country or region with notes in
each section indicating the availability of primary and secondary
source materials. Author and subject indexes at the back of volume
2. Subject index is organized into 16 topics, each of which is
subdivided by country. Not annotated.

Frey, Frederick W. Survey Research on Comparative Social Change;
A Bibliography. Cambridge, Mass., Harvard University Press,
1969.

Approximately 1600 annotated entries arranged primarily by broad
geographical area and secondarily by topic according to a numerical
code. Coverage is limited to articles appearing in 260 English
language journals published up to the end of 1968. Author/subject
index. Contains a wealth of information but its arrangement and
computer-produced typeface are drawbacks to easy usage.

Geiger, H. Kent. National Development, 1776-1966; A Selective and
Annotated Guide to the Most Important Articles in En-lish.
Metuchen, N.J., Scarecrow Press, 1969.

Annotates and evaluates by code 350 references to the most important
literature of national development published in English during the
period covered. Cultural, social, economic and political aspects
are represented. Two thirds of the entries refer to books, one
third to chapters in anthologies and periodical articles. Chrono-
logical arrangement. Index referes to entry not page number.

HM51 Huber, Bettina J. "Studies of the Future: A Selected and Annotated
.S6635 Bibliography" in The Sociology of the Future edited by Wendell
McL. Bell and James A. Mau (New York, Russell Sage Foundation, 1971),

pp. 339-454.

Z7164
.E15S615
Ref.

Lists books and articles alphabetically by author under the follow-
ing sections: (1) Reasons for the Scientific Study of the Future,
(2) The Nature of the Predictive Process, (3) Methodological Con-
siderations in the Scientific Study of the Future, (4) Forecasts of
the Future, and (5) Periodicals or Anthologies Dealing with the
Future. Preceded by textual matter explaining the history of the
subject and scope of the bibliography. Name index includes authors.

Spitz, Allan A. Developmental Chan.e: An Annotated Bibliography.
Lexington, University of Kentucky Press, 1969.

"Deals primarily with political, social and 'economic factors of
modernization and development." (Pref.) Comprises nearly 2500 items
mostly in English, appearing in scholarly international journals,
symposia and conference reports. Relevant books are also listed at
the back. Period covered is from 1945 to 1967 with the majority of
sources listed published since 1960. Arranged under broad subject
and includes annotations. Author index.
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C. social Issues

Z7164 Dollen, Charles. Abortion in Context. Metuchen, N.J., Scarecrow
.B5D6 Press, 1970.
Ref.

Z7165
.U5M53
Ref.
UL

Z7164
.S66P47
Ref.

Includes more than 700 English language books and articles published
from 1967 through 1969, about half from Catholic sources. Includes
items published in Australia, Great Britain, India, Ireland and
Israel. Emphasis is on the cultural, legal and philosophical aspects
of abortion. Arranged alphabetically by author and title. Includes
a broad subject index and a source index which lists journal titles
and publishers enabling one to verify an item when uncertain of the
title and author.

Miller, A.J. Confrontation, Conflict and Dissev,t: A Bibliography
of a Decade of Controversy, 1960-1970. Metuchen, N.J.,
Scarecrow Press, 1972.

Partially annotated bibliography of over 5000 books, periodical
articles and editorials. Topics include Vietnam, Abortion, Women's
Lib., Racism, Sex Education, etc. Appendix contains a list of
alternative tabloids. Author/subject index at the back.

Pinson, William N. Resource Guide to Current Social Issues. Waco,
Texas, Word Books, 1968.

A selective, classified mostly annotated listing of books, pamphlets,
periodicals and audio-visual aids on approximately 40 topics of
wide, current concern ( e.g. divorce, leisure, etc.) Each section
includes a list of organizations related to the subject, and under
some topics, further bibliographic sources are provided. No index
but subject guide at the front. Appendix lists religiously
oriented agencies dealing with social issues.

Z1395 Selected Bibliography on Anglophone-Francophone Relations in Canada/
.F754x Bibliographie choisie sur les relations anglophones-francophones
Ref. au Canada. Ottawa, Social Action Branch, Bilingualism Develop-

ment Programme, Department of the Secretary of State, 1973.

Z7164
.S42W425
Ref.

Lib. has: Part 1

Bibliography of significant articles, books, theses, etc. published
since 1945. Arranged alphabetically by author or title when no
author is indicated. Annotated in the language of the work. No
indexes.

Weinberg, Martin S. and Alan P. Bell, eds. Homosexuality; An
Annotated Bibliography. New York, Harper and Row, 1972.

Scholarly bibliography of books and articles written in or trans-
lated into English between 1940 and 1968. Emphasis is on the
physiological, psycholtgical, psychiatric and sociological aspects
of etiology- assessment and treatment. Chapters are divided into
general, male and female sections. Lists other bibliographies and
dictionaries at the back. Extensively annotated with author and
subject indexes. For another useful bibliography on the subject
see William Parker's Homosexuality: A Selective Bibliography of
Over 3000 Items (7716T7342P35 Ref.).

D. Demography

Z7164 Beijer, G. Brain drain/Auszug des Geistes/Exode des cerveaux;
.I3B44 A Selected Bibliography on Temporary and Permanent Migration
Ref. of Skilled Workers and High-level Manpower, 1967-1972.

The Hague: Nijhoff, 1972.

Partially annotated bibliography of 372 books, periodical articles,
papers and pamphlets. International in scope. English translations
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Z7164
.D3D75
Ref.

are provided for some of the foreign language titles. Includes 4
indexes: authors; periodicals; geographica1 area; and bibliographies,
facts and figures, research studies.

Driver, Edwin. World Population: An Annotated Bibliography.
Lexington, Mass., Lexington Books, D.C. Heath, 1971.

An extensive bibliography (3,519 entries) concerning general popula-
tion policies and policies on fertility and family size. Includes
books, periodical articles, reports and documents published in
various countries from 1940-1969. English titles are provided for
foreign language works. Annotations are in English and are lengthy.
Author and subject indexes. Appendix lists the journals covered.

Z7164 Mangalam, J.J. Human Migration: A Guide to. Migration Literature in
.D3M36 English 1955-1962. Lexington, Ky., University of Kentucky
Ref. Press, 1968.

Restricted to English language works on migration and related themes.
Arranged by author in 3 sections: (1) annotated bibliography of
periodical articles, chapters from books, and dissertations; (2)
unannotated list of books and reports; and (3) other unannotated
materials. Subject index can 'be tedious to use, e.g. 223 entry
numbers are listed under Farmers. No author index.

Z7164 Population Index. v. 1, 1935- Princeton, N.J.
.D3P83
Ref. Lib. has: v. 1, 1935-

On order . Population Index Bibliography Cumulated 1935-1968 by Authors
for Ref. and Geographical Areas. Boston, G.K. Hall, 1971.

First class annotated bibliography of books and periodical literature
on all phases of population studies. International in scope.
Classified according to broad subjects, e.g. general studies and
theories; marriage, divorce and the family, etc. Contains sections
covering professional meetings and conferences, bibliographies, new
periodicals, and official statistical publications. Issues include
author and geographical indexes which cumulate annually. Notes on
Sources in the annual volume lists names and addresses of current
bibliographies and other periodicals regularly covered in the index.

Z7164
.M2A48
v.1
Ref.

Z7164
.M2A48
v.2
Ref.

E. Marriage and the Family

Aldous, Joan and Reuben Hill. International Bibliography of Research
in Marriage and the Family. Volume I, 1900-1964. Minneapolis,
University of Minnesota Press, 1967.

Aldous, Joan and Nancy Dahl. International Bibliography of Research
in Marriage and the Family. Volume II, 1965-1972. Minneapolis,
University of Minnesota Press, 1974.

Most comprehensive bibliography in the field. About 25 percent of
the references are non-English. Volume I contains over 12,000
entries including books, chapters of books, periodical articles,
bulletins, and pamphlets. Keyword-in-context, author and subject
indexes provide references in code. Complete Reference List offers
full bibliographical information in code order. Includes periodicals
list. Volume II contains nearly 3000 citations updating the biblio-
graphy and including titles overlooked in volume I. Unlike in volume
I, full bibliographical information is provided in the author and
subject indexes. Also contains keyword-in-context index and period-
icals list.
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Z7164
.M2M34
Ref.

Z7164
.M2M64
Ref.

HQ525
.J4S47
Ref.

HQ535
.S7
1975
Ref.

McKenney, Mary. DivorCe: A Selected Annotated BibliograEhy.
Metuchen, N.J., Scarecrow Press, 1975.

Concise and simple to use, this bibliography covers English language
works through 1972. Emphasis is on the U.S. but a short chapter
on foreign countries is provided. Includes books., periodical articles,
pamphlets, theses, documents, some literature and films. Entries
are annotated and listed alphabetically by author under broad subjects
e.g. divorcees: women; children of divorce, etc. Significant works
are indicated by asterisks. Appendices contain a list of resource
people and the 1974 American divorce laws by state. Author and
subject indexes at the back.

Mogey, John M. Sociology of Marriage and Family Behavior, 1957-1968;
A Trend Report and Bibliography. The Hague, Mouton, 1971.

Trend report in English (summary in French) prepared for the
International Sociology Association plus bibliography of Over 2000
citations arranged by region. First published in Current Sociology
volume XVII, numbers 1-3, 1969 (Z7161 .C8 Ref.). Covers the most
important sources in the field for 39 countries excluding the U.S.;
50 entries under Canada. Most items annotated. Annotations end
with a number which is decoded in the list of descriptors at the back,
revealing the subject category of the material. Descriptor index
offers subject approach but it can be tedious to use.

Schlesinger, Benjamin. The Jewish Family: a Survey and Annotated
Bibliography. Toronto, University of Toronto Press, 1971.

See section X.F.

. The One-Parent Family; Perspectives and Annotated Biblio-
graphy. 3d ed. Toronto, University of Toronto Press, 1975.

Preliminary section comprises.essays on one-parent families in
Canada; Australia and Great Britain, and some methodological con-
siderations for research in the field. Contains over 500 annotated
entries arranged in two sections: 1939-1969 and 1970-1974. Sources
are listed alphabetically by author under general headinas e.g.
marriage and family, one-parent family, desertion, and separation,
widowhood, etc. Appendices contain census data on Canadian, American
and English one-parent families. Directory of publishers and
author index et the back. No subject index.

F. Ethnic Groups

For additional sources relating to Canadian ethnology consult
Indians and Eskimos of Canada: A Student's Guide to Reference
Resources. (Copies are available at the Reference desk).

Cutter British Columia Centennial Committee. Ethnic Groups in British
XWH Columbia, a Selected Bibliography Based on a Check-list of
//B77 Material in the Provincial Library and Archives. Victoria,
Ref. 1957.

Arranged by ethnic group and then divided into 3 sections: books
and articles, newspapers, and unpublished works. Initial date for
material to be included has been taken roughly as 1858, terminal
date December 3, 1956. Omits native Indians. No index.

Z1392 Dworaczek, M. Minority Groups in Metropolitain Toronto: A Biblio-
.T6D9x graphy. Toronto, Ontario Ministry of Labour, Research Branch
Ref. Library, 1973.

Arranged alphabetically by author in three sections: books, theses,
and articles. Holdings of the Ontario.Ministry of Labour Research
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Branch hibrary are indicated by an asterisk. Ethnic periodicals
are listed at the back. No annotations or indexes.

Z1395 Gregorovich, Andrew. Canadian Ethnic Groups Bibliography: A
.F68G7x Selected Bibliography of Ethno-Cultural Groups in Canada and
Ref. the Province of Ontario. Toronto, Department of the Provincial

Secretary and Citizenship, 1972.

Very useful bibliography covering 52 ethnic groups in Canada and
briefly annotating over 2100 entries. Part I lists general works
under various subject headings; Part II lists materials under
individual Canadian ethnic groups. Includes a section on U.S.
ethnic gruups for comparative purposes. Index does not include
subjects. Considered the most comprehensive source for Canadian
ethnic communities.

Z1361 Kolm, Richard. Bibliography of Ethnicity and Ethnic Groups. Rock-
.E4K64 ville, Md., National Institute of Mental Health, Center for
Ref. Studies of Metropolitan Problems, 1973.

Emphasizes "materials dealing with the situation of immigrant ethnic
groups, their psychological adjustment and conditions affecting
acculturation and materials dealing with patterns of ethnic be-
havior, identify, family life, and communication structure." (Pref.).
Materials are listed alphabetically by author in 2 sections: anno-
tated entries and unannotated entries. Omits many ethnic groups
in the U.S. such as Albanians, Bulgarians, Estonians, Koreans,
Latvians. Subject index.

Z1361 Pino, Frank. Mexican Americans: A Research Bibliography. East
.M4P55 Lansing: Latin American Studies Center, Michigan State Univer-
Ref. sity, 1974. 2v.

Interdisciplinary bibliography of materials ranging from early
Spanish settlements to current activities of the Hispano, Mexican-
American and Chicano. Includes books, monographs, master's theses,
doctoral dissertations, periodical articles, creative literature
and government publications. Arranged alphabetically by author in
35 general sections, e.g. Sociology (coded SO). A listing of the
classifications and abbreviations used is at the end of the intro-
duction. Author index at the back of vol. 2.

HQ525
.J4S47
Ref.

Folio
Z1395
.F7B52x
Ref.

Schlesinger, Benjamin. The ewish Family: A Survey and Annotated
Bibliography. Toronto, University of Toronto Press, 1971.

"Perhaps the fullest treatment of literature on the subject in
English". (White) . Four.lengthy articles followed by 600 annotated
references arranged under such subjects as home, intermarriage, and
death and mourning. Appendixes include works of fiction on Jewish
life, Jewish population statistics, and publishers' addresses.
Author index.

Bibliographie choisie sur les minorit6s francophones au Canada/
Seleqted Bibliography on Francophone Minorities in Canada.
Ottawa, Direction de la recherche et de la planification,
Programme d'expansion du bilinguisme, Secretariat d'Etat,
1972. 2v.

Lists the significant sociological books, periodical articles,
theses, etc. published since 1945. Arrangement is alphabetical by
author or title when no author is indicated. Volume 2 seems to
list mainly thesis material. Annotations are in the language
of the original text. No indexes.



Z1361
.M5W49x
1970
Ref.
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Whitney, Philip B. America's Third World; A Guide to Bibliographic
Resources in the Library of the University of California,
Berkeley. Rev. Aug. 1970. Addendum Sept. 30, 1970. Berkeley,
Calif., The General Library, University of California, 1970.

Covers U.S. ethnic groups of African, Asian, Latin American, and
native American descent plus those native to Guam, Hawaii, Puerto
Rico, American Samoa, the Virgin Islands and the Philippine Islands.
Arranged alphabetically by subject heading and then by author.
No indexes.

G. Industrial Sociology

Z7164 Le Blanc, Andre E. and James D. Thwaites. Le monde ouvrier au
.L1L4x Quebec; bibliovaphie retrospective. Montr6al, Les Presses
Ref. de l'Universite.

Almost 3000 entries arranged alphabetically by author under the
following relevant chapter headings: le movement ouvrier, syndicats
et metiers; les conflits de travail; le travail; le milieu social;
reponses et reactions; la presse ouvriere; and bibliographies.
Covers monographs, periodical articles, government documents, royal
commission reports, union documents and other special studies.
Time coverage of materials is indicated by signs: * : 1669-1840;
*: 1840-1919; no sign: 1919 to the present. Locations are coded
tor many of the works. Code explanations and abbreviations at
front of volume. Index analytique.

Z7164 McBrearty, James C. American Labor History and Comparative Labor
.L1M15 Movements: A Selected Bibliography. Tucson, 9niversity of
Ref. Arizona Press, 1973.

English language books and articles arranged under such subject
headings as slavery (up to 1865) and recent and current problems
and practices of labor (1950's - 1970's). Includes fiction.
Unannotated except for the novels which are briefly described.
Author index. Useful despite its inadequacies, e.g. sections on
the status of women, and comparative labour movements are very
brief.

Z7164 Primary Sources in Canadian Working Class History 1860-1930.
.L1P7x by Russell G. Hann (et al). Kitchener, Ont., Dumont Press,
Ref. 1973.

Z7164
.S67S45
1974
Ref.

Excellent bibliography containing 3347 items pertaining to English
Canada. Arranged under 4 broad categories: (1) manuscripts
(listed alphabetically by name of the collection, archives, or
repository); (2) newspapers (listed by the city of publication);
(3) pamphlets (listed alphabetically by date of publication); and
(4) government documents (listed by the government department
which printed them). A chronological list is provided for selected
newspapers. Locations of newspapers and periodicals are indicated
by symbols which are decoded in the guide. Addendum contains
manuscript sources for Western labor history and locations thereof.
First-rate index covers subjects, persons, places, and organizations
found in the bibliography.

Shaw, Martin. Marxism Versus Sociology: A Guide to Reading. London,
Pluto Press, 1974.

"A guide to Marxist theory for the student of academic sociology".
(Introd.). Consists of 20 chapters arranged in 3 sections:
theory, global perspectives, and elements of social structure.
Each section contains introductory notes and an annotated lisc of
references. Author index.
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Z7164 Tega, Vasile. Les Horaires flexibles et la semaine reduite de
.L1T4x travail/Flexible Working Hours and the Compressed Work Week.
Ref. Montreal, Ecole des Hautes Etudes Commerciales/Bibliotheque,

1973.

Z7161
.B44
1973b
Ref.

An international annotated bibliography of books and periodical
articles published between 1960 and 1973. Begins with two French
essays on flexible working hours and the compressed work week.
Contains over 500 entries arranged alphabetically by title and
summarized in English or French according to the original text.
Keywords at the left of such entry indicate the subject. Includes
French and English subject indexes as well as author and periodical
indexes.

H. Methodology

For a useful introduction to quantitative methods intended for
the beginning student in sociology consult "A Glossary of Statistical
Terms" in Pauline Bart and Linda Frankel's The Student Sociologist's
Handbook (see section I).

Belson, William A. and Beryl-Anne Thompson. Bibliography on Methods
of Social and Business Research. London, Crosby Lockwood for
the London School of Economics and Political Science, 1973.

Main text is devoted to a list of papers, including journal articles,
published research reports, and conference papers"that deal with
the techniques of gathering information from population samples in
the context of social and business research"..e (Introd.). Res-
tricted primarily to publications between 1930-1970, though some
pre-1930 classics are listed. Contains a lengthy detailed subject
index to the papers. Includes a 7 page list of significant books
and ends with a list of periodicals referred to in the bibliogra-
phy.

Z7164 Bonjean, Charles M. and Richard J. Hill and S. Dale McLemore.
.568B6 Sociological Measurement; An Inventory of Scales and Indices.
Ref. San Francisco, Chandler, 1967.

A bibliography of sociological scales and indices, classified by
subject. Based on a survey and analysis of four journals:
American Sociological Review, American Journal of Sociology, Social
Forces, and Sociometry over the 12 years 1954-65.

Z7164 Holland, Janet and M.D. Steuer. Mathematical Sociology: A Selective
.S68H6 Annotated Bibliography. London, Weidenfeld & Nicolson for
Ref. The London School of Economics and Political Science, 1969.

Z7164
.S66S53
1973
Ref.
Lib.Sci.

Selective bibliography of English language works concerned with the
use of mathematical techniques in sociology. Annotates about 350
journal articles (published between 1955 and 1968) and 100 books.
Category, journal and author indexes are included.

Social Indicators and Societal Monitoring: An Annotated Biblio-
graphy. Amsterdam; New York: Elsevier Scientific Pub. Co.,
1972 (1973).

Textual discussion followed by a partially annotated bibliography
of over 1000 published and dnpdblished Works. Entries are under
broad topics such as definition, theory, policy and planning,
criticism, etc. Includes author, keyword subject and address
indexes.
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XI. BIBLIOGRAPHIES: RELATED DISCIPLINES

Law Abstracts on Criminology and Penology; An International Abstracting
Soc. Wk. Service Covering the Etiology of Crime and Juvenile Delinquency,

the Control and Treatment of Offenders, Criminal Procedures and
the Administration of Justice. v. 1, 1961- Deventer,
Netherlands.

TD160
.C6x
Rlackader

Law Lib. has: v. 1, 1961-
Social Work Lib. has: v. 1, 1961-

"Formerly Excerpta Criminologica. A feature article in each issue
is followed by classified, signed abstracts based on selected books
and ca. 360 journals from 35 countries." (White) Author and
subject indexes.

Council of Planning Librarians. Exchange Bibliographies. no. 1,
1957- Monticello, Illinois.

Lib. has: no. 10, 1959 - no. 34, 1967 [incomplete]; no. 35, 1968-

Emphasis is on planning and related subjects but some titles in
this series overlap into the field of sociology, e.g. Social Move-
ments; Drug Abuse; A Social Ecological Bibliography. Useful for
current topical materials. Number 716-7 author/subject/numerical
index covering number 1-715, 1958 - Dec. 1964. (This index is also
available in the ReEerence Department: Z5942 .C68 no. 716-717).
Check the McGill Union Catalogue under respective authors and series
CPL Exchange Bibliography for additional locations on campus.

Law Crime and Delinquency Abstracts and Current Projects; An International
Bibliography. v. 1, 1963- Chevy Chase, Maryland.

Z6003
.G44x
Ref.

Lib. has: v. 1, 1963-

An extensive abstracting service covering scientific and professional
literature noting ongoing research projects. Author and subject
indexes cumulate annually. Information about available computer
searches is in volume 6 (1969), supplement, pp. 5-24.

Geo-absracts D: Social and Historical Geography. 1, 1974-
Norwich, England.

Lib. has: v. 1, 1974-

One of seven parts of Geo-abstracts issued yearly. Title and format
vary over the years. Contains annotated references to books and
articles listed under various sections e.g. social population,
biography, bibliography. Author and regional indexes appear in the
6th issue each year. Volume 2 of the annual index to Geo-abstracts
covers part D.

Z7161 International Bibliography of Social and Cultural Anthropology/
.1593 Bibliographie internatiale d'anthropologie sociale et
Ref. culturelle. v. 1, 1955- London.

Lib. has: V. 1, 1955-

Annual selective bibliography of books, periodical articles,
pamphlets and government publications published throughout the
world. Provides English translation for titles of works in lan-
guages other than English or French. Classified arrangement.
Author and French and English subject indexes at the back. Book
reviews are noted in the index under the author or the book re-
viewed and are indicated in the bibliography by the initials
"C.R.". Publication lags 3-4 years.
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Z7165 Human Resources Abstracts. v. 10, 1975- Beverly Hills, Calif.,

.U5P2
Lib. has: v. 10, 1975-

Continues:

BF1
.P65
Ref.

PHRA; Poverty and Human Resources Abstracts. v. 1, 1966 - v. 9,
1974.

Lib. has: v. 2, 1967 - v. 9, 1974 [v. 1, 1966 on order, Sept.
v7q

Title, publisher and format vary over the years. Early issues
generally contain feature article, abstracts, related citations
and author and subject indexes. Beginning with volume 10, 1975
omits the article and groups the abstracts under such broad
headings as: Labor Market, Living standards, Social change,
social conditions, Health sources delivery, and Ecoaomic develop-
ment. Includes references to books, parts of books, periodical
articles, pamphlets, unpublished reports, speechesy.seminars, etc.
Last quarterly issue contains the annual cumulated author and

-subject indexes.

Psychological Abstracts. v. 1, 1927- Washington, D.C.

Lib. has: v. 1, 1927-

Non-evaluative signed summaries of books, periodical articles,
official documents, and dissertations in psychology and related
disciplines. For example, volume 55, 1976, classifies the
materials under 16 major categories. Each issue contains an
author and brief subject index. A cumulated index is published
every 6 months. The retrospective value of this source is
enhanced by its numerous cumulative author and subject indexes.
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